
HELIX MATTRESS
meet your





If you’re reading this, you’re about to change your sleep game 
with your new Helix Mattress. We believe that the only right way to 
sleep is like yourself. That’s why you have a new mattress matched 
to work with your needs. Inside this booklet you will find unboxing 

directions, Helix Color MATCH details, some helpful FAQs, 
and contact information.

Helix Mattress



2. Unroll
Once your Helix Mattress is completely out of the box, 
pull on the plastic tab to unroll your mattress from the 
rest of the plastic packaging.

1. Unpack
Make sure to bring your Helix Mattress into your 
bedroom before opening the box. Once you’ve got it 
there, open the lid, place the box on its side, and pull  
to unpack.

Unboxing Your Helix Mattress



4. Unwind
Allow your Helix Mattress 1-2 hours to unwind and 
fully expand. And then, it’ll be your turn.

3. Unwrap
Place your Helix Mattress on your sleeping surface 
and, using scissors, carefully cut to unwrap the final 
layer of plastic. Avoid cutting the mattress itself!



Helix Mattress Features
Airflow and Breathability 
Each mattress comes with our Soft Touch Design Cover – extremely soft to the touch 
and made to increase airflow.

Layers Designed For Pressure Relief 

We use Memory Plus Foam, Helix Dynamic Foam, and High Grade Polyfoam layers in 
different densities to create the right pressure relief and contour for your body.

Best in Class Edge Support
The Wrapped Coils in each mattress not only cradle your body, but feature a 

reinforced perimeter to provide edge support on the outside of the mattress.



HELIX SUNSET

HELIX MOONLIGHT

HELIX MIDNIGHT

•  Designed with a soft feel - more sink

•  Featuring Memory Plus Foam

•  Pressure relief for side sleepers and toss and turners

•  Designed with a medium feel - not too firm, not too soft

•  Featuring Memory Plus Foam

•  Pressure relief for side sleepers and toss and turners

•  Designed with a soft feel - more sink

•  Featuring Helix Dynamic Foam

•  Contouring for all sleeping positions



HELIX DUSK
•  Designed with a medium feel - not too firm, not too soft

•  Featuring Helix Dynamic Foam

•  Contouring for all sleeping positions

HELIX TWILIGHT

HELIX DAWN

•  Designed with a firm feel - no sink or give

•  Featuring Memory Plus Foam

•  Pressure relief for side sleepers and toss and turners

•  Designed with a firm feel - no sink or give

•  Featuring Helix Dynamic Foam

•  Contouring for all sleeping positions



HELIX PLUS
•  Made for plus size and big & tall sleepers

•  Designed with a medium feel - not too firm, not too soft

•  Built for optimal body support

•  Breathable cover and hybrid design to increase airflow



Do I need a foundation?  
Although a foundation isn’t required, a support system for your mattress is highly 
recommended. No matter which support system you choose, the slats should be 
no wider than 5 inches apart as that could cause sagging and could potentially void 
your warranty.

How long does it take to adjust to a new mattress? 

It takes some time for everyone to adjust to any type of new mattress. We call this 
the “break-in” period. We suggest giving yourself at least 30 days to really try it out.

What’s your return policy?
We have a 100 Night Sleep Trial so you can make sure your Helix is the right fit for 
you. If, for any reason, you are unhappy with the mattress, you can return it for a full 
refund within 100 night trial period, after 30 days.

FAQs



Where is the mattress made?
Your Helix Mattress is made of materials that are all 100% produced in the USA and 
hand assembled in domestic facilities.

How safe are the materials in the Helix Mattress?
All fabrics and foam used in our products are OEKO-TEX and CertiPUR-US certified, 
which guarantees that they are made without any harmful chemicals including ozone 
depleters, PBDE flame retardants, mercury, lead, and heavy metals.

What’s the warranty? 
Your Helix Mattress has a 10 Year Warranty.



OVER PROTECTIVE

Waterproof to keep liquids 
away from your mattress, yet 
breathable to allow air to 
circulate.

QUIET AND COZY

Soft, stretchy, noiseless, and 
designed to replicate the 
feel of your mattress itself.

ANTIMICROBIAL

Designed to inhibit the 
growth of odor-causing 
bacteria on fabric.

Helix Mattress 
Protector
Designed and crafted to protect 
your mattress purchase.

Find out more at helixsleep.comFind out more at helixsleep.com



HEAD UP & FOOT UP 
ADJUSTABILITY 

Total control for optimal 
comfort. Great for 
everything from reading 
or watching TV in bed to 
reduce snoring.

ZERO GRAVITY & 
MEMORY SETTINGS

Simulate weightlessness 
and alleviate the forces of 
pressure on your back and 
spine. That means less pain 
and more comfortable nights.

3D-WAVE™ MASSAGE 
TECHNOLOGY

Three intensity level 
settings and timer for 
head and foot massage 
to relax you in bed.

Helix 
Adjustable Base
Take your sleep to the next level.

Find out more at helixsleep.com



ADJUSTABLE PILLOW 

New age adjustable design 
with removable support 
insert to adjust the height 
of the pillow to find the 
most comfortable loft. 

DOWN & FEATHER PILLOW

Luxury plush feel featuring 3 
chamber design with blended 
down and feathers. Soft 100% 
cotton cambric outer cover 
fabric and reinforced double 
stitched edges.

ULTRA-COOL PILLOW 

Comfort and cool for 
all sleeping positions, 
featuring cooling outer 
fabric technology to 
keep you sleeping cool 
all night.

Helix Pillows
Rest your tired head.

Find out more at helixsleep.com



SOFT BAMBOO 
BLEND FIBERS 

Ultra-soft to the touch 
due to bamboo fibers 
which are softer and more 
resilient than cotton.

LUXURY PLUSH 
FEEL

Revoloft™ Cluster fiberfill 
creates longer lasting shape 
and plush feeling to give 
you that hotel bed feel.

HYPOALLERGENIC  
& BREATHABLE

Made for sensitive skin and 
allergen free, the Plush 
Mattress Topper is highly 
breathable to keep you cool.

Helix Plush  
Mattress Topper
Designed to add additional softness 
to your mattress.

Find out more at helixsleep.comFind out more at helixsleep.com



Questions?
helixsleep.com   •   help@helixsleep.com


